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How to turn off motion light switch

Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. Why does my sensor light stay on? Why does my motion sensor light stay on during the day? Do motion sensor lights deter crime? Can dusk to dawn lights be turned off? How long does a motion sensor last? How do I reset my outdoor light timer? What is test mode on motion sensor lights? Can
wind set off motion lights? Do motion sensors go bad? Why do motion lights stop working? What is the difference between PIR and motion sensor? In our security-obsessed society, motion sensor lights offer a degree of protection to property at night, but what about when they become an annoyance? Or, you may want an area to remain dark for
whatever reason, so you need to know how to stop motion sensor lights from turning on. To stop a motion sensor light from turning on, first make sure that the motion sensor lights are on the least sensitive setting on the sensitivity switch. Avoid areas that have high amounts of wind or experiences sudden shifts in temperature, like a window or
HVAC vent. If you have pets, make sure motion sensors are positioned to avoid them. Finally, if all else fails, disconnect the power to the sensor. A thorough understanding of how motion sensor lights work will help you get the most from your lighting set-up. Following the basic principles below will deliver the protection that you sought when you
bought the motion sensor lights in the first place. How Do Motion Sensor Lights Work? Actually, motion has nothing to do with triggering a motion sensor. Consumer-grade motion sensor lights use passive motion sensors to detect abrupt changes in temperature, such as would occur if a person walked across the coverage area. The sensor picks up
infrared heat. In the vast majority of residential setups, the motion sensor then connects the power path to the light fixture, and the light(s) come on. It can be bypassed, however. In more sophisticated systems, the triggered motion sensor can send alarms to other security components, ranging from an audible alarm to a relay that initiates video
recording or sends alarms to designated recipients. The second type of sensor – an active motion sensor – uses radar or similar technology to cover its assigned area. Any break in the continuity of that radar triggers the alarm. Also, in the category of active sensors is a photosensor. It sends out a beam of light, and if something blocks that light, the
alarm goes off. A good example of a photosensor in action is your garage door’s safety system that prevents the door from closing on something in its way. A photosensor works in tandem with the passive sensor in the light fixture to disable the power source during the daylight hours so that the motion sensor lights work only at night. What Happens
When the Sensor is Tripped? When the motion sensor senses motion, what happens next is up to the homeowner. The options are many. For starters, the lights on the primary light fixture come on, but you can have other lights come on as well, like patio lights, post lights porch lights, and even lights inside the garage or house. You might also wish to
have an audible alarm sound out but use discretion, especially in neighborhoods. Audible alarms can consist of bells, buzzers, electronic sound effects, sirens (not recommended in urban neighborhoods), and even human voice recordings to get the attention of the would-be intruder. Some of the more sophisticated motion sensor systems can make
phone calls or send text alerts to you, and/or a neighbor and police. Each of these options carries a subset of other options to consider. The range of reactions to a tripped sensor is practically limitless, but be practical! Overriding the System With a standard motion sensor light system, the lights stay on for two to 20 minutes when tripped, then shut
off automatically. If you want the light to shut off sooner, simply adjust the duration – usually a dial control – to a shorter duration. If you want the light to not come on at all, the solution is simple: turn the switch off. On the other hand, if you want the light to stay on beyond the duration setting, you will need to override the motion sensor. While the
different brands of motion sensor lights may differ in some functions, the override procedure is quite common. To override the motion sensor, flip the switch on and off twice in rapid succession. The motion-sensing system is taken out of the loop, and the light stays on until the switch is flipped again. To return the light to sensor mode, flip the switch
to “on,” just once. The light will come on for whatever duration you have set, and then shut off to reset the system. Setting the Sensitivity Motion sensor lights are generally equipped with a sensitivity setting. This may be expressed as “range,” indicating that at the highest setting, it will detect motion occurring farther away from the sensor. While
that is the result you will get, the terminology is misleading, and it helps to understand what actually is happening. The motion sensor knows nothing of distance. It only knows heat. When you set it to the greatest range, you’re actually setting it to the greatest sensitivity to heat. When the sensitivity is set to max, almost anything will trigger the
system – a small animal, a bird, even heat waves rising up off the pavement on a warm summer night. Conversely, when you set the dial to minimum sensitivity, almost nothing will set it off. Since adjusting the settings on a typical motion sensing light most often requires climbing a ladder, it’s important to strike a happy medium on both the sensitivity
setting and the duration setting and be done with it. Installing a Motion Sensor Light System First off, the main reason for installing a motion sensor light system might not necessarily be protected against intruders. You might want a light to come on as you drive home at night and come up the driveway. You might want a light to come on when you
step outside to empty the trash or walk out on the patio or around the pool after dark. If security is your main objective, make sure you cover all the paths to the doors of your house – front door, back door, garage door, patio door, etc. You might need more than one system, or you might opt for one system with multiple sensors and multiple lights.
Motion sensor lights should be mounted six to 10 feet above the ground with the sensor aimed so that movement will occur at right angles to the sensor. Don’t aim them too low, or the light won’t come on until the heat source is close to the unit. Likewise, don’t aim them too high, or they could shoot over the top, and it would be possible to approach
the house undetected. The sudden burst of light and/or sound is generally sufficient to frighten off would-be intruders. It’s not so much the light that worries them; it’s the uncertainty of what else may have already been triggered. Usually, there are easier targets elsewhere, so they see no point in hanging around your house. Other Security Options
Hire a Professional Security Company Many homeowners hire a professional security company, and there are some excellent ones across the country. They generally offer several levels of protection at different rates. The benefit here is that any equipment they bring out belongs to them, and therefore it’s their responsibility to install and maintain the
devices. Doorbell Cameras and Surveillance Cameras You’ve no doubt seen the TV ads and videos on social media showing would-be burglars or porch thieves dropping their packages and leaving the premises immediately upon detection. These are good outcomes, but you can’t always count on them. Some burglars hide their faces behind ski masks
or make sure they never face the camera or simply don’t care if they are shown. Surveillance Cameras are generally wide-angle cameras with a wide field of view. The downside to this is that identification is more difficult because of the wide-angle and the size of any one thing in the shot. Motion sensors are actually a great invention. In darkness,
they automatically switch on the connected lights as soon as someone is in the detector’s sensor zone. After the set time, the light goes out again. In some situations, however, it is desirable to be able to switch on or off the light permanently with a manual switch.Disadvantages of motion sensorsMotion detectors are often used for outdoor luminaires
at home or in the garden. This eliminates the need to switch the lighting on and off manually every day in the dark. With most models, the response threshold and the light duration of the connected LED lamp can be set. For some environments this is sufficient, but in other situations there are also disadvantages:No permanent light when unloading
the carLight always goes on and off at garden partiesAutomatic mode cannot be deactivatedThese are only three of the most common disadvantages. In order to prevent constant switching on and off, many motion detectors can be bypassed and switched to permanent light if necessary.Bypassing your motion detectorMany motion detectors can be
bypassed with little effort. With an additional light switch, the connected outdoor light can then be switched to permanent light. The following sections should be carefully read before installing the light switch.How does the bypass work?The circuit is relatively simple. In principle, a simple light switch has two contacts which interrupt the current flow
in the off state and pass it through in the on state. The output of a motion detector is also a simple switch with the same functionality. If both switches are now connected in parallel, the closed switch will always override the open switch.How is the switch connected?The cable from the newly installed continuous light switch must be routed to the
motion detector. Here the two wires of the switch are connected in parallel to the input (phase L) and to the output (phase L’). The other connections of neutral conductor (N) and protective ground (PG) remain unchanged.If the light switch is flipped on, the output of the motion detector is overridden and the light illuminates permanently. This works
even if nobody is in the detection zone.All changes to the electrical installation pose a risk to life. Troubleshooting and modifications may only be carried out by qualified persons. For your own safety you should hire an electrician to solve the problem.Which sensors are suitable?If the additional light switch is switched on, the switching output in the
motion detector is overridden. This may only be done with models with a switching relay. Variants with an electronic switch can be damaged.In principle, the switching output must also be accessible in order to connect the additional switch. This is no problem with separately installed detectors, but with many outdoor spotlights with integrated
motion sensors the required contacts are not accessible.ConclusionIn many situations it is annoying when the lamps on the motion sensor are constantly turning on and off. Here it would be practical to switch the motion detector to permanent light manually. If the conditions described are met, the motion detector can be overridden with little effort
and additionally switched on via a light switch.
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